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Greenleaf Book Group Honored With First-Place Win in Indie Book Awards

June 4th 2019, Austin, TX—Greenleaf Book Group is proud to announce that its title The Telling Image; Shapes of Changing Times by Lois Farfel Stark was honored as a winner in the 2019 Indie Book Awards Best Overall Design- Non- Fiction Category.

About The Telling Image

The Telling Image is a stunning synthesis of civilization’s changing mindsets, a brilliantly original perspective urging you to re-envision history not as a story of kings and wars but through the lens of shape. In this sweeping tour through time, Stark takes us from migratory humans, who imitated a web in round-thatched huts and stone circles, to the urban ladder of pyramids and skyscrapers, organized by hierarchy and measurements, to today’s world of interconnected networks. In The Telling Image Stark reveals how buildings, behaviors, and beliefs reflect humans’ search for pattern and meaning. We can read the past and glimpse the future by watching when shapes shift. Stark’s beautifully illustrated book asks of all its readers: See what you think.

###

About Greenleaf Book Group

Greenleaf Book Group is a publisher and distributor best known for its innovative business model, distribution power and award-winning designs. Named one of the fastest-growing companies in the United States by Inc. magazine, it has represented more than 1,000 titles, including over 40 that have hit The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal or USA Today Best Seller lists. You can learn more about Greenleaf and its partnerships at www.greenleafbookgroup.com

About The Indie Book Awards

The Next Generation Indie Book Awards is the largest non-profit book awards program for indie authors and publishers. https://indiebookawards.com/